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 by mikefats   

Linus 

"Best Dressed For All Ocassions"

With the aim of dressing men for all occasions, Linus in Bonn will certainly

be every man’s choice. Right from shirts to pants, suits, shoes, belts, bags

and their accessories, this high quality men’s wear brand certainly stands

apart for their brilliant collections. They also pride themselves in being

one of the few brands who shell our remarkable designs at a reasonable

price. Contemporary designs, superb fit, and elegant fabrics make it a

wish list for many men, both tourists and locals.

 +49 228 9489 3400  shop.linus-store.com/index.php/uns

ere-shops/bonn

 Sternstrasse 71, Bonn

 by michaelvito   

Daniels 

"High-end Casual Fashion"

Daniels' three Bonn branches can be found throughout the city center, but

they don't all sell the same clothes. This Daniels store remains famous as

a woman's boutique, located right off Fürstenstrasse. While it stocks

exquisite designs in contemporary women's fashion, you'll find high-end

casual wear with prices to match like G-Star jeans and bags from

Liebeskind. If you're looking to take home some stylish fashion, these

shop are a must-see.

 +49 228 909 3447  info@daniels-mode.de  Fürstenstrasse 2-4, Bonn

 by Maegan Tintari   

Jack Wolfskin Store 

"For The Adventurous Soul"

If you are a wanderer soul and would probably jump at the idea of a skiing

trip or a hike across the snow covered mountains, then be sure to pick up

some mean gear at Jack Wolfskin. This brilliant Bonn district store tops

our list when it comes to getting your hand son some backpacks, ski

boots, leisure boots, hiking boots, travel bags and sleeping tents etc.

While these are all common materials, what sets them apart is the fact

that they have an entire section of equipment you will need for a

adventurous trip.

 +49 228 963 6920  www.jack-wolfskin.de/  Bonngasse 21, Bonn

 by Associated Fabrication   

REDNIB 

"Comfortable and Stylish"

Comfort and style go hand in hand at REDNIB in Bonn. This massive store

has housed a very popular brand in the neighborhood for a longtime and

certainly clicked with youngsters. Although, their collection is not just

limited to the young and restless. They also have stuff for kids as well.

From tee shirts, to pants, sweatshirts, sweaters, hoodies, jackets etc are

all a part of their collection. Comfortable and casual clothing here will

definitely appeal to anyone.
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 +49 228 8503 8174  rednib-clothing.com/page

s/flagshipmegastore-bonn

 info@rednib-clothing.de  Belderberg 22, Bonn

 by Associated Fabrication   

Leyendeckers 

"Quality Suits For Men"

In a time when we are so rapidly changing things at such a fast pace, one

of the few things that remain the same are suits at Leyendeckers. This

historic suit shop has been in the Bonn district since a long time now and

has an expensive client base that stretches out to businessmen,

government officials, and any other man who loves to wear a suit. It’s not

just about the suits, but right from the high quality fabric to the quality

craftsmanship, everything is in place.

 +49 228 36 4593  www.leyendeckers.de/  info@leyendeckers.de  Am Fronhof 10, Bonn
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